From the Boundary Rope
228th EDITION

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

Premier One Day - MCC 1st Team vs Rondebosch CC played away
MILLIES RUE EARLY CHANCES

Millies welcomed new cap Darren Butler (No 25), an MCC youth prodigy from the age of 10.
Skipper Waller won the toss and backed his batters to produce a target that Millies could bowl
to, but Ali Gray had other ideas. Ali smiles all day once batters start the sweeping process and
dismissed Yiatsis and Butler both LBW… Millies 23/2, Schwerin (JS) entered and saw the last
ball off.
Bridgens was firing in, but Milne had him countered for scoring 4,2,dot,1 – JS to see off the
last two balls, but Bridgens had scores to settle and clean bowled JS with an in out peach of a

delivery and sent the previous season skipper walking………….with huge celebration from
RB!
Crowley joined Milne and together pushed on before Crowley gave his wicket away, Millies
now 62 for 4 still within the 20 overs. Milne securing his new spot of opener at 39*.
Du Toit falls to Gray, LBW! Milne succumbs to Gray, Millies 68/6………. but to an applause
from the clubhouse for a very well-played 40 off 78 balls. (Nothing like swopping the new ball
for the opening bat!)
Waller and Petersen were again asked to dig deep and see over after over until Waller was
caught by keeper Barnes, for 14. Another bowler who loves being at the crease with the
willow enters, namely MC, and he and LP batted the next 11 overs and took Millies to 126
after 44.3 overs before MC was held at cover for a well-played 18, but an important 31
partnership.
LP continued with Hardenberg before the latter became the 5th victim of legend Ali Gray
(5/32).
Peterson then opened up with Roachie calling twos on every ball, but well backed by Roach
to get Millies to 165/9, Luke Peterson not out on 49, hard luck LP, but a great innings watched
by Mrs P and Mom, with Dad joining later.
Millies set RCC 166, we would need to bowl out of the blocks and field like the possessed!!
Well as for fielding like the possessed, we let both openers a life within the first 18 balls. One
does not give Barnes an extended option of a second innings within a One-day match.
Dropped on 2, he and Skipper Edgemeades put the game out of Millies grasp, winning with a
bonus point, Barnes first innings 2, second innings 69……..! Skipper finishing undefeated on
45.
Millies fought hard, but in the end, Barnes took it away and Millies now need to shape up, go
back to the drawing board and plan!
On a cricketing note of note – It was an unreal feeling to visit our changing room after all the
post-match discussions had concluded, to see that cricket had overcome all evil with
Schwerin and Bridgens sitting and discussing the occurrences and consequences of
yesteryear, but that was the winner on the day, that cricket had raised these two individuals
past the grievances of last season! Well done to both individuals, let cricket always be the
winner, the enjoyment and the reason why we all spend our Saturdays together!
REPORT COMPILED BY: COACH CRAIG

(Enough spoken, plan ahead and turn the season around! Thank you to the few
supporters that ventured down to RCC, Dean, Gary and Jackrussel Peterson family.
When one is struggling, It’s the time when one needs support, but we will struggle
ahead on own or with support!)

Res ‘A’ One Day – MCC 2nd Team vs Bellville played at MCC ‘A’
BELLVILLE THRASH MILLIES IN THE STAG DEN

After losing a tough toss the boys from Milnerton were sent into bat.
Millies lost early wickets for no runs.
With the top 7 failing to put any runs on the board.
M Gillespie - 0
S Wessels - 0
JC Oliver - 32
B Glanville - 0
B Naidoo - 0
W Schoonraad - 9
The lower put up a small fight to try and post a defendable total which was tough work and a
very slow Milnerton wicket. But in the end could only get the 2nds to 91 all out K Hoefer - 4 A
Milne - 25 B Burger - 10 T Hayes - 0* S Sabatta - 0
Bellville made light work of the 91, chasing it down in 18 overs and only losing. 2 wickets.
Scoring freely besides the best efforts of the Milnerton bowlers.
B Burger - 4-0-22
T Hayes - 1-0-9
K Hoefer - 6-0-20
A Milne - 3-0-11
S Sabatta - 2-2-24
S Wessels - 1-0-5
JC Oliver - 0.3-0-4
A good fight but poor batting display has left the 2nds with and unfortunate loss against a very
good Bellville side.
Thanx to Mandy for scoring and all those at Milnerton involved in preparing wickets and fields
to working behind the bar for again making playing at home an awesome experience.
REPORT COMPILED BY: JC

(Batting seems to be the Clubs problem, there are enough 0’s this weekend to make
the Olympic logo look silly, the need is to occupy the crease……application!)
Res ‘A’ One Day – MCC 2nd Team vs Avendale CC played away
AVENDALE CLAIM TO MANY MILLIES BATTERS EARLY…..

Bowling
Avendale scored a very defendable 182
B Burger - 8-2-33
T Hayes - 3-1-27

K Hoefer - 7-1-25
A Milne - 7-0-27
S Sabatta - 8-0-39
S Wessels - 7-2-16
W Schoonraad - 4-3-11
Batting
Milnerton again weak with the bat being bowled all out for 161 M Gillespie - 0 L Hayes - 0 K
Peters - 0 B Glanville - 10 S Wessels - 25 W Schoonraad - 16 K Hoefer - 21 A Milne - 10 B
Burger - 20 T Hayes - 3 S Sabatta - 4*
Batting again seeming to let the 2nds down.
REPORT COMPILED BY: JC

Res ‘C’– MCC 3rd Team vs St Augustines CC played away
TWO CONVINCING WINS TO START THE SEASON

Game number 2 of the season and off we went to St Augustine Cricket Club. A little late
because Slims forgot to buy the jelly babies.
2 tosses in a row for the Skipper and again choosing to bowl. Much like last week besides for
Neil's first ball we never gave anything away from ball 2. Neil Perich from one end and
Keegan Warne from the other. Both bowling extremely well not giving anything away. Keegan
only going for 8 runs in his 6 overs and bowled 3 maidens. Neil and Keegan each picking up
one stick. Leaving the hosts 2 down with very little on the board after 12.
Replacing Keegan was Liam Magerman who bettered Keegan with 4 maidens as well as 4
wickets. Quality bowling from Liam. Was great to watch Liam, well bowled. Latham replaced
Neil and struggled to keep up with the other bowlers, still only going for 22 runs in his 4 overs.
With 6 down the 2 spinners Chris Freeman and Josh Karpas came on to wrap things up. Took
a little bit longer than expected with the tail swinging at everything but eventually both bowlers
picked up 2 sticks each and they were 118 all out.
Time to bat, a new opening pair this week saw Johnny Sass and Ebert walk to the middle for
30 minutes before lunch. They both did exactly what they needed to do, just make sure to not
go out before the lunch break. Shortly after the lunch break Sass did lose his wicket. Ending
on 9.
Then the show started with Chris Freeman walking in to bat. From ball 1 he was away playing
shots all over the park. Ebert was on the other end rotating the strike very well. Unfortunately,
he eventually lost his wicket from a very gritty 10.

Next in to join Chris was Liam Hayes with only about 40 runs still required. Chris got to 50 and
then quickly lost his wicket meaning Latham had to come in to bat. Both Liam and Latham
played their shots well ensuring we safely got home for the win. 119-3 in 23.5 overs.
A very solid all round performance from the boys. A long season ahead so just don't get too
carried away with these big wins. Well played!!
Notables
Bowling
Keegan Warne 6-3-8-1
Liam Magerman 10-4-24-4
Chris Freeman 4-0-21-2
Josh Karpas 4-0-13-2
Batting
Chris Freeman 51
Liam Hayes 16*
Latham Cupido 17*
REPORT COMPILED BY: JOSH KARPUS

3 ‘A’ MCC 4th Team vs Primrose CC played away
COMETH ANOTHER SATURDAY, COMETH ANOTHER CHANCE….

For the second battle of the season we had to venture to Kenilworth to play Primrose CC on
their concrete deck as the pitch on their B – field has not seen water or a roller since last
season! On arrival a junior game was being wrapped up, toss got taken and Primrose decided
to have a Bat.
Opening the Bowling was Sinclair Taylor and Malcolm Hillebrand. Malcolm was carring a
slight groin niggle, so was not running in at full tilt, but bowled a very controlled spell. Sinclair
was applying pressure from the other side with the batsmen struggling to get him away.
Supported with Malcolm from the other end Sinclair bowled a great spell and ended up
bagging 4 wickets!
Aidan Greenfield replaced Malcolm in the 8th over and applied a lot of pressure on the
batsmen by bowling good areas and not giving much away. His end figures do not actually
show how well he bowled as he got hit for one or two in his last over (But the batsmen’s eyes
were closed) Dheral Moodley came on in the 15th over replacing Sinclair.
Dheral bowled well, not scared giving the ball flight, he kept asking the batsmen questions not
allowing them to settle. Dheral bowled well to his field and was rewarded with 3 wickets.
Tyrone Gerber and Gareth Powell were entrusted in seeing off the overs. They did a good job
with both of them picking up a stick each.

Primrose all out for 147 in the 30th over.
Total on the board, Let the chase begin!!
Leading us out was Wesley Green and JJ Theart… Wesley did not stay long as he was
adjudged LBW early on. Dewald Myburgh joined JJ and did not last long as he was run out by
the keeper not getting back in time after leaving one… JJ followed soon after being caught at
point…
In walks Kyle Peters and Keegan Gillespie. These two batsmen went on to score a brilliant
115 run partnership. Kyle Peters ending on 80* and Keegan was unlucky to get bowled with 2
runs to go on 34. Kyle batted really well. He took his time to get settled and batted within
himself. When the time was right, he totally took the game away from the opposition ensuring
we chase the runs before 30 to claim the bonus point. Even though Keegan only ended on 34
he batted like I have never seen before. He applied himself to the situation and played a
perfect balancing role to Kyle by keeping the strike rotating and he had no trouble in putting
away the bad. Was a fantastic day out and guys really lifted themselves from a tough game
last week.
Notables:
Kyle Peters 80*
Keegan Gillespie 34
S. Taylor 7o – 1m – 14r – 4w
D. Moodley 7o – 0m – 44r – 3w
REPORT COMPILED BY: DEWALD MYBURGH

(Well batted KP, good to have you back son! Also great to see young KG with 34, back
yourself with confidence moving forward!)

3 ‘B’ MCC 5th Team vs Avendale CC played away
“THE CAPE DOCTOR” RULES!

We arrived at home grounds when the well-known “Cape Doctor” greeted us. We all knew it
was not going to be easy in the bowling department. Nevertheless, conditions you have to get
use to at home when the “Cape Doctor” have its say.
Toss has been loss and Avendale asked us to bat first. David Abramovich and David Dawes
walked out to open the batting for us. Avendale struck with the 2nd ball when David Dawes
got caught in the covers for a Royal…...!! MCC 5th 1/1. Kevin the legend Barnes came in at 3
and got caught for 7 runs. We soon realised that the ball doesn’t come on and the pitch sits up
a bit. Reggie Vraagom joined Abramovich who adapted well to pitch conditions. Scoring
wasn’t easy with Avendale openers bowled a tight line. Reggie Vraagom got caught and

bowled off a full toss for 7 runs while trying to force the situation. Leon “Rocky” Baird came in
at 5 to join Abramovich. The two put a well-played 30 run partnership before Abramovich
departed for a well-played 29 runs. The score 73 for 4. Micheal Araujo came in at 6 and got
caught for 13 runs. Soon after Leon departed for a hard fought 31 runs.
Allan Nortjie and Mike Reynders were in at 7 and 8 with the scoreboard on 90 for 5 in the 26th
over. Both struggled to get the ball away. They batted out the 35 overs and, in the end,
contribute with a 35-run partnership. Allan scored 13* and Mike 4*. Again, ending up with a
below average 126.
Allan Nortjie and Ruan Swanepoel opened the bowling for us with the Cape Doctor pumping
hard. Our bowlers struggled to adapt in the strong wind. Avendale eventually chase down the
total in the 19th over. With Shiraz Khatib the pick of the bowlers taking 2/30 in 4 overs.
REPORT COMPILED BY: REGGIE VRAAGOM

3 ‘B’ MCC- B 6th Team vs Montrose played at Bosmansdam
ROSS MAKES DEBUT IN REPORTING…….

So! Another day in the life of this timeless cricketing machine that just seems to roll on and on,
albeit now with some younger, fitter and thinner lads in our midst.
T’was going to be a special day at ‘The Dam’, Garth West was playing his first match of the
season! This Milnerton stalwart who had terrorized top order batsmen +-15 years ago, was
back! Just as lean, still with no hair, still sporting the same almost ‘right-angled’ run-up and the
pace was not far off those prime days…the swing…well….say no more, it was there and with
a two-piece in his hand, it was in abundance!
We also had another of the Silver clan in our midst and I was pondering to myself…. How’s
this going to pan out? Was sibling rivalry going to be the order of the day, or was I about to
witness another version of "Big Brother" rules? I was wrong! Age and wisdom do realize
maturity…It was again just awesome ‘span gees’ in the ranks and a pleasure to be part of this
team!
Enough of the player cameo’s! Our skip won the toss (According to the previous comments of
another youngish club member, he is quite a tosser!) and he decided to bat first on a decently
prepared ‘Dam’ wicket, with a cut outfield and a rope boundary nogal!
After 4 overs it was 42/0 and the Skip had battered his way to 37, sporting beautiful red
cherries on his new willow, he was brutal, yet majestic at times as he drove, cut, pulled and
hooked his way around the park, unfortunately falling to a mistimed lofted-drive into the wind!
His baby brother replaced him at the crease and together with young Hawkins who came in at
4, they proceeded to dominate the Montrose attack, with piercing drives into the gaps, as they
both took advantage of all the occasional ‘buffet bowling’ on offer!

Young Hawkins got out just after the drinks interval for a well-played 33! Yet another scalp for
that timeless cricketing foe…Drinks break!
After a few changes to the batting order, eventually Ilmar joined Baby Silver at the wicket.
What followed was poetry in motion…
Ilmar unleashed a plethora of strokes, including the up-and-over the keeper’s head, the slogsweep, the pull and one particular on-drive, which raised the writer’s areolas to no-end!
In attempting to hit the magical 250 mark, both batsmen got out, at a time when the
achievement of their personal milestones could have easily taken priority! Kudus to them for
putting the team first!
I am sure we shall witness these milestones on another day.
Baby Silver was out for an excellent 80 and Ilmar February for a master-class 62.
Gert did manage a short cameo not-out appearance lasting only one over, yet during which 3
run outs did occur..…But we shall leave that debate for another chapter!
The Silverbacks ended up on 236/7 after 35 overs.
West stuck early on and removed the one opener with a rising delivery, which was slashed at,
nicked-off and our Skipper at first slip, stretched himself towards the heavens just like the BurjAl-Khalifa and snatched a great catch! 0/1!!
Young Corrigan battled into the wind with his in-swingers and struggled to get his length
against the two left-handers, but he was rewarded in his second spell.
The Montrose innings gained momentum amidst some poor length bowling and the
Silverbacks had to dig deep.
Ilmar was introduced into the attack and struck in his first over with his off-spin bowling.
The wickets then dried up as Montrose looked to develop another partnership, however, with
a dash of experience from the skip’s crystal ball, and a quickly validated bowling change, we
soon realized the break through wicket and the Silverbacks were back on track.
Ilmar again delivering with his precious combination of off spinners and arm balls, whilst also
knowing just how to rush a batsman!
When you miss, don’t look back…just know that the bails are off and that you are OUT!
It was time!!
Oh yes it was definitely time to unleash young Dave Hawkins on the Montrose batting line up.
As expected, he bamboozled them from ball one with his prodigious turn and bounce.
A combination of top spinners, googly’s and 70° turning leg spinners were all on offer and it
was a pleasure to witness first hand!

Soon, the run rate began to spiral out of control. Along with the pressure being built up during
young Hawkins’s bowling spell, something had to give…and it did!
Again it was a combination of experience from the Skip’s crystal ball and young Hawkins’s
guile of youth, which led to another lightning fast stumping! This one however, broke the back
of the Montrose batting resistance!
It was a mere formality to secure the points.
Ilmar February ended with bowling figures of 3/37, whilst young Hawkins richly deserved his
haul of 3/12 and Liam Corrigan weighed in with 2/49.
Montrose were all out for 180 and the Silverbacks winning momentum continued!
Bring it on!!
REPORT COMPILED BY: IAN ROSS

(Keep winning guys!)
Until next week…………….
From the Boundary Rope was edited by Coach Craig
Thanks for the respective input from the roaming reporters / skippers.

